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Field plots and RS technologies - a common future for NFIs? 
Klemens Schadauer 

 

Introduction: The European National Forest Inventory Network ENFIN has been working for 15 
years on the harmonisation of the NFIs on different levels. So far, the network was successful in 
developing more than 100 common “reference definitions” and applied bridging functions to 
overcome the gap between national and international approaches. The work also included basics for 
the harmonisation of modelling approaches. During the last decade the use of Remote Sensing 
techniques within the NFIs got more and more prominent. Only first attempts to study the 
harmonisation potential for the combined use of field plots an RS Technologies have been undertaken 
until now. 

Materials and methods: During the last decades combing data from field plots and RS yielded tools 
for pre- and post stratification which allow the reduction of the errors of estimates. Recently more and 
more scientific studies cover the options for model assisted and model based estimation. Some 
examples in different countries highlight the large variety in possible ways forward. Finally examples 
for the exclusive use of RS data for NFIs are demonstrated.   

Results: The potential for harmonisation regarding the combined use of field and RS data is huge. It 
has several levels spanning from highly specialised local data collections (like TLS) to the common 
use of the publicly available data like from the Copernicus program. A main challenge will be a sound 
harmonisation process given the broad technical possibilities of the combined use. The exclusive use 
of RS data without any field plot data is immensely constrained, although a high level of 
harmonisation could be reached. 

Conclusion: An operational system for including Remote Sensing data into the NFI estimation 
processes is still missing in most European countries. Therefore there is a big potential to work on 
common approaches before national solutions have been fixed. 
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